Transform how you deliver
tests and assessments
Trusted by educators and governments around
the world, the Janison Insights digital assessment
platform brings together the industry’s best cloud
technology with a powerful suite of end-to-end
tools to let you author, deliver, mark and analyse
assessments for hundreds to millions of test-takers.

janison.com/insights

Powering online assessments for governments
and educators in more than 100 countries
Eliminating geographical and
	
connectivity limitations with
technology that runs uninterrupted,
regardless of internet drop-outs.
 elivering efficient authoring
D
and marking, and swift delivery
of results.
	Providing a consistent,
authentic assessment
experience for
every candidate.
	Offering analytics that close
the divide between teaching
and outcomes.

janison.com/insights
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The groundswell of digital transformation
within testing and assessment is undeniable
Measuring students’ or citizens’ knowledge and skills is an essential part of any
education or certification process. And, as almost every aspect of day-to-day tasks
becomes digitised, paper-and-pen exams and assessments are fast becoming an
outdated, resource-hungry and inflexible way to evaluate knowledge and tailor teaching.
But it’s not enough to simply digitise. For almost all candidates
sitting any test or assessment, the results have life-changing
consequences – such as access to the most effective possible
pathway through schooling, or to higher education, postgraduation, their choice of career, a driver’s licence or
qualification for citizenship.
That’s why the technology you offer your test-takers must be sturdy
and seamless, and offer them an equitable, reliable experience
every time – as well as swiftly informing them of their results. It’s
also why any assessment technology must equip educators and
certification bodies with the tools to deliver testing as effectively
and efficiently as possible, freeing their valuable time to focus on
quality teaching.

janison.com/insights

We’ve created and are constantly enhancing Janison Insights and
its award-winning test player application, Janison Replay, as well
as the ability to offer candidates tests remotely, so that you can be
sure of this and more.
Over the past decade, Janison has earned a solid track record
in delivering national-scale, dependable, efficient technology
solutions for educators and governments around the world. Take
your testing to the next level with technology that centralises and
streamlines your entire assessment process, wherever and however
you need to deliver it.

Wayne Houlden
Janison Founder
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4.6M+

online assessments
delivered in 2018-19

70%+

Australian schools use
Janison Insights

25M+

pieces of paper
saved per year

Author and deliver engaging,
responsive exams and tests
Authoring

Delivery

Tools that meaningfully test
your candidates’ knowledge
	20+ question types and hundreds
of variations

	An intuitive dashboard that gives you
complete control of your test session

	Item banking, blueprinting and
branching tests capability

	Choose between full device lockdown
mode or open-book exam options

	Form test papers from your bank
of items within a few mouse clicks

	Monitor candidates’ progress in test
sessions in real-time

	Tools that streamline assessmentcreation workflow across your teams.

	Tools that let candidates easily navigate
and see what stage they are in the test.

Eliminate the limits of connectivity
and geography

Bring your subject matter to life with more than 20 question types, including authentic
assessment features.

Our award-winning delivery application Janison
Replay ensures that your online tests keep running
even amid internet dropouts.

Did you know... Janison Insights operates with common, modern browsers
and requires no additional software to run.

janison.com/insights

Practical delivery features
for examiners and candidates
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Results and data in turnaround times
that are incomparable to pen-and-paper
Marking
Tools that make light work
of quality-assured marking

Reporting at the push of
a button

	Features to easily form and manage
your marking teams

Set reports to run automatically
	
on a defined schedule.

	A range of marking modes to suit
your needs – automatic, semiautomatic and manual marking

Create professional reports that tie
	
multiple data sources together,
using pre-saved custom settings
and sophisticated filters.

	Real-time quality checks on your
markers, including standardisation
and blind-quality monitoring
	A full audit trail of all human
touchpoints, ensuring traceability
and security

Gain deep insights into your
candidates’ performance
Deliver results in turnaround times that
	
are incomparable to pen-and-paper
	Receive live updates on
delivery statistics

The marker dashboard lets you streamline workflows and quality control, and displays
your team’s overall progress.

	Customise and generate professional
reports with minimal input.

We have much better visibility of post-exam processes now. Less work for marking staff,
zero handling and counting of papers, and less prone to error on transfer of marks. – University client
janison.com/insights

Analysis
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Efficient, equitable testing,
no matter your industry
Scalable as well as smooth and economical to implement with your existing infrastructure, Janison Insights
powers testing and assessment across a breadth of contexts. Whatever your industry or department’s specific
needs, our platform provides the solutions.

Higher Education

Schools K-12

Deliver exciting and rich
assessment experiences to a
digital generation of students and
an efficient, streamlined workflow
for your staff. Create exams in
as little as 30 minutes; mark and
deliver results within 24 hours.
Deep data insights and analysis
tools allow you to make informed
education strategy decisions.

Overcome large-scale delivery
challenges in the most politically
and emotionally sensitive of
assessment scenarios. Drive
education excellence by
pinpointing where students need
the most help, and streamline
cumbersome administrative
processes for teachers
and examiners.

janison.com/insights

Certifications and
Professional Associations
Turn around swift, standardised
results – in many cases instantly.
Janison Insights lets you offer
a wider variety of tests within
project management, such
as Prince2 and PMP, Scrum
master, as well as certifications in
accountancy, HR, finance,
IT, teaching and more.
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Language Testing

Government

Be sure of a swift, reliable and
equitable test experience,
no matter where in the world
candidates sit their test. Assess
writing, reading, speaking and
listening remotely, without the
need for an examiner in the
room, and release qualityassured results within hours.

Create efficiencies that offer
an outstanding experience to
members of the public who
interact with your federal or state
government department. Deliver
digital testing related to driver
licences, citizenship, migration
skills-assessment, ICT literacy,
pre-employment, credentialing,
mandatory industry testing
and more.

The assessment transformations
powered by Janison Insights

British Council takes its English
language testing beyond borders
The unshakable remote technology in our test player
Janison Replay allows the British Council to deliver its
internationally-recognised English language proficiency
exam, Aptis, to candidates in some of the most remote
and technically challenging parts of the world.
When the outcome of an exam can open life-changing
opportunities for the candidate, a stable and fair testing
experience is vital. Janison Insights solves a critical
challenge for British Council: delivering speaking,
reading and writing tests in more than 100 countries
efficiently and securely.
Each year, the platform ensures that their 300,000+
candidates all receive a consistent test experience,
no matter their location and internet quality.

janison.com/insights

An online literacy and numeracy
exam that helps NSW Department
of Education pave the way to
success for Year 7 students
The Best Start Year 7 exam, the first of which was delivered
to more than 40,000 students, is becoming a case study
for government education departments across Australia.
Using tools that are unique to online assessment, it quickly
identifies students at risk of falling behind at a crucial
juncture in their schooling – and pinpoints what teaching
support they need by providing intricate diagnostic data
to inform teaching intervention.
The technology supports several thousand test completions
per day, but despite its sophistication, is user friendly to
cater to all levels of technical literacy among teaching staff.
It was built to operate reliably amid varying IT infrastructure
at the hundreds of schools taking part across the state.
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Janison has worked collaboratively
with the Best Start Year 7 team.
Teachers administering the test found
the system easy to use and the online
format successfully engaged students to
demonstrate their skills and understanding.
NSW Department of Education spokesman

The digital transformation
of assessment is a journey
Discover how Janison Insights can drive change
for your organisation and test-takers.
For more information or to request a demo,
visit janison.com/insights
or contact us on 1300 857 687 (Australia)
or +61 2 6652 9850 (International)

About Janison

Janison is an Australian-owned, publicly-listed education technology pioneer whose
team of experts and developers innovate online assessment and learning solutions
for global corporations, governments and education bodies. Since forming in 1998,
we’ve been committed to transforming the way people learn and partnering with
our clients to create solutions that overcome their challenges and surpass their
needs. For more information, go to www.janison.com

